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Abstract. We give archimedean and non-archimedean constructions of Dar-

mon points on modular abelian varieties attached to automorphic forms over

arbitrary number fields and possibly non-trivial central character. An effort is
made to present a unifying point of view, emphasizing the automorphic nature

of the construction.

1. Introduction

Let F be a number field and let Π be a cuspidal automorphic representation of
GL2(AF ) of parallel weight 2. We denote by ωΠ the central character of Π, by LΠ

the field of definition, and by N the level of the associated newform. In general
it is expected, and if F is totally real it is known in many circumstances, that
there exists a simple abelian variety AΠ/F of dimension [LΠ : Q] determined, up to
isogeny, by the equality of L-series

L(AΠ, s) =
∏
Πσ

L(Πσ, s− 1/2),

where Πσ runs over the Galois conjugates of Π (cf. [Tay95, Conjecture 3]). If F
is totally complex, [Tay95, Conjecture 3] also allows the possibility that AΠ has
dimension 2[LΠ : Q]; as we will see in Remark 3.7 below, throughout the article we
will assume certain conditions which, together with the expected properties of AΠ,
rule out this possibility. Let also K/F be a quadratic extension. If F is totally real
and K is CM, the theory of Heegner points provides a canonical construction of
algebraic points on AΠ, which are defined over abelian extensions of K and whose
height is controlled by the formulas of Gross–Zagier and Yuan–Zhang–Zhang.

Darmon points are a collection of conjectural generalizations of the Heegner point
construction to the case where K/F is a quadratic extension which is not CM. In all
these constructions, the definition of the points is of a local nature. Namely, one fixes
a place v of F , which can be archimedean or non-archimedean, with the property
that it does not split in K. If v is non-archimedean, one needs to assume as well
that AΠ admits a v-adic uniformization. The points are then constructed as local
points living (at least conjecturally) in AΠ(Kv), by a method that resembles and
generalizes the local formulas for Heegner points as (complex or p-adic) integrals.
The resulting local points are then conjectured to actually lie on AΠ(Kab) and to
satisfy properties akin to those of Heegner points, such as Shimura’s reciprocity law
or a Gross–Zagier-type formula.

The original and seminal constructions, both non-archimedean and archimedean,
were introduced by Darmon under certain additional restrictions on the fields and
automorphic forms considered. The p-adic construction of [Dar01] treats the case
where F = Q, K/Q is real, dim(AΠ) = 1, and N satisfies an analogue of the Heegner
condition with respect to K. The archimedean construction of [Dar04, Chapter 9]
assumes that F is real quadratic of class number one, K has one complex place,
and N satisfies a Heegner condition with respect to K.

Over the years, several authors have subsequently relaxed these restrictions by
adapting Darmon’s original constructions to more general settings. Most relevantly
to the framework of this article, Dasgupta [Das05] lifted Darmon’s p-adic points to
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modular Jacobians, Greenberg [Gre09] generalized the p-adic construction to the
setting where F is totally real of narrow class number one and K/F is any quadratic
extension (and then N satisfies a generalized Heegner condition); Gartner [G1̈2]
relaxed the restrictions in the archimedean case by allowing an arbitrary totally
real base field F (with no restrictions on the narrow class number) and K/F any
quadratic extension (again with N satisfying a generalized Heegner condition); these
constructions were extended in [GMS15] to the case where F is of arbitrary signature
and of narrow class number one. While in all these cases the central character ωΠ

was assumed to be trivial (and so the relevant congruence subgroup is of the type
Γ0) the constructions of Kohen–Pacetti and of Masdeu appearing in [KP16] use
the non-split Cartan subgroup to define Darmon points on elliptic curves with non-
squarefree conductor. Finally, it is also worth pointing out that there are also
generalizations of Darmon’s constructions in other directions; for example, Rotger–
Seveso [RS12] deal with cycles in motives attached to higher weigh modular forms.

The aim of the present note is to provide a general construction of Darmon-like
points, both archimedean and non-archimedean, which works for any base field F
(with no restrictions on the narrow class number), an arbitrary quadratic extension
K/F (with N satisfying a generalized Heegner condition), and non-trivial central
character ωΠ. In particular, we provide the first constructions of Darmon points
which allow an arbitrary central character, and in the p-adic case also the first one
that allows base fields of narrow class number greater than one.

In dealing with base fields of arbitrary class number, the use of the adelic formu-
lation of automorphic forms is unavoidable. This was already the case in Gartner’s
work, but in our constructions we rather follow the group cohomology-based for-
malism and techniques introduced by Spiess [Spi14] in his study of automorphic
L-invariants.

In fact, such automorphic L-invariants already play a role in the non-archimedean
v-adic Darmon points, and they were also initially introduced in [Dar01]. The
relation stems from the fact that Darmon points are initially defined as points in
a certain v-adic torus, whose isogeny class is given by an automorphic L-invariant
of Π. It is generally expected, and in some cases proven (cf. [Geh17] for the latest
and more general results in this direction), that this torus is isogenous to the v-adic
uniformization of AΠ, and this is what allows the points to be regarded as lying in
AΠ(Kv).

The versatility and generality of Spiess’s approach is thus well suited for giving a
non-archimedean construction of Darmon points in the above-mentioned generality
of arbitrary class number base fields and arbitrary central characters. Our construc-
tion of archimedean Darmon points is also inspired by Spiess’s point of view, and
it can be seen as an adaptation of his methods to the case where the distinguished
local place v is archimedean.

In Section 2, in addition to presenting the relevant notions and notations from
automorphic forms, we introduce two maps that will play a key role in the construc-
tion of the Darmon points of this article: the connection and evaluation morphisms,
which we present first in the archimedean setting and then in the non-archimedean
setting. In Section 3 we use these morphisms to construct certain tori (both com-
plex and p-adic) which are conjectured to be isogenous to the corresponding local
uniformizations of AΠ. It is in Section 4 where we give the construction of Darmon
points which, taking advantage of the adelic language, we give in a unified presenta-
tion that encompasses both the archimedean and non-archimedean cases. Finally,
in the Appendix we provide a detailed account of the general construction in the
particular case where K/F is CM, with the aim of checking that our construction
does particularize to the known case of Heegner points in the CM setting; this
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can also be helpful to the reader, as it provides motivation for some of the general
constructions made throughout the article.
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2. Automorphic Forms and Group Cohomology

In this section we introduce the notation that will be used in the rest of the note.
We show how the automorphic representations of interest arise in certain cohomo-
logical degrees. This will be crucially used in the remaining sections. Although that
notationally the construction is the same in the archimedean and non-archimedean
cases, the details have to be worked out separately, as can be seen in the different
subsections.

2.1. Set up. Let F be an arbitrary number field and let AF be the adeles of F .
We also denote by ∞ the set of archimedean places of F . Let B be a quaternion
algebra over F and G be the algebraic group B×. Let ΣB be the set of archimedean
places where B splits. Write G(F )+ ⊂ G(F ) for the subgroup of elements of totally
positive norm, namely, the subset of elements in G(F ) whose image through the
natural embedding in G(Fσ), for any real place σ ∈ ΣB , has positive norm. For
every σ ∈ ΣB we fix Kσ, a maximal compact subgroup of G(Fσ).

Let S be a finite set of places containing ΣB . We put

FS =
∏
v∈S

Fv, ASF = AF ∩
∏
v 6∈S

Fv,

Given M a G(F )-module over a ring R and an R-module N we define

AS(M,N) = {f : G(ASF ) −→ HomR(M,N) : there exists

an open compact subgroup U ⊆ G(ASF ) with f(· U) = f(·)}.

For g ∈ G(F ) we will denote by gS the image of g under the natural projection
G(F ) → G(ASF ). Note that AS(M,N) is equipped with commuting G(F ) and
G(ASF )-actions: if g ∈ G(ASF ) and f ∈ AS(M,N) then

(h · f)(g) = h(f((h−1)Sg)), h ∈ G(F ),
(h · f)(g) = f(gh)), h ∈ G(ASF ).

If ϕ : N1→N2 is a morphism then by abuse of notation we denote also by ϕ the map
induced in cohomology

ϕ : Hn(G(F ),AS(M,N1)) −→ Hn(G(F ),AS(M,N2)).

Write AS(N) := AS(R,N). If N is a L-vector space for some field L, then
Hn(H,AS(N)) is a smooth G(ASF )-representation over L, for any subgroup H ⊆
G(F ).

Remark 2.1. Let S′ ⊇ S be a finite set of places and write T = S′ r S. For any
G(F )-module M and any G(FT )-representation V over R we have an isomorphism

of (G(F ), G(AS′F ))-representations:

φ : HomG(FT )(V,AS(M,N)) −→ AS
′
(V ⊗RM,N).

We define A(C) to be the C-vector space of functions f : G(AF ) −→ C which
satisfy:

• There is an open compact subgroup Uf ⊆ G(A∞F ) such that f(· Uf ) = f(·).
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• f |G(F∞) is C∞, where F∞ is the product of the completions of F at all the
archimedean places.

• For all σ ∈ ΣB , f ∈ A(C) is Kσ-finite, namely, its right translates by
elements of Kσ span a finite-dimensional vector space.

• For all σ ∈ ΣB , f is Zσ-finite, where Zσ is the centre of the universal
enveloping algebra of G(Fσ).

The action ofG(AF ) onA(C) by right translation defines a smoothG(A∞F )-representation.
For an archimedean place σ ∈ ΣB it is a (Gσ,Kσ)-module, where Gσ is the Lie al-
gebra of G(Fσ). Moreover, A(C) is also equipped with a G(F )-action:

(h · f)(g) = f(h−1g), h ∈ G(F ),

where g ∈ G(AF ) and f ∈ A(C).

Remark 2.2. Note that automorphic forms can be seen in a natural way as el-
ements of H0(G(F ),A(C)). However, in this note we will also be interested in
the realization of automorphic representations in certain higher cohomology groups
Hi(G(F ),A(C)).

Let V be a product of (Gσ,Kσ)-modules for all archimedean σ ∈ ΣB and G(Fv)-
representations at all v ∈ S r ΣB . In analogy with Remark 2.1, we define

AS(V,C) := Hom(V,A(C)),

where the homomorphisms are to be understood in the cathegory of
∏
σ∈ΣB

(Gσ,Kσ)×
G(FSrΣB )-modules. Note that AS(V,C) in naturally endowed with actions of G(F )
and G(ASF ). We say that a G(FS)-representation V is finite at ΣB if, for any σ ∈ ΣB ,
the G(Fσ)-representation V is finite dimensional. Note that in this situation V is
simultaneously a G(FS)-representation and a

∏
σ∈ΣB

(Gσ,Kσ)×G(FSrΣB )-module

(that will be denoted by V). The following lemma ensures that this notation is
consistent with the previous.

Lemma 2.3. Let V be a G(FS)-representation finite at ΣB and let V denote the
corresponding

∏
σ∈ΣB

(Gσ,Kσ)×G(FSrΣB )-module. Then

AS(V,C) = AS(V,C).

Proof. Similarly as in Remark 2.1, it is easy to check that

AS(V,C) = HomG(FS)(V,A(C)) ↪→ Hom(V,A(C)) = AS(V,C).

On the other side, for any φ ∈ Hom(V,A(C)), h ∈ G(AΣB ) and v ∈ V , we define

hv,hφ : G(FΣB )→ C, hv,hφ (g) = φ(g−1v)(g, h).

Since φ is a (Gσ,Kσ)-module morphism, for σ ∈ ΣB , the function hv,hφ is Kσ-

invariant, hence it defines a C∞ function on Hr1×Hr2 , where H = {z ∈ C, Im(z) >
0} is the Poincaré upper half-plane and H = {(x, y) ∈ C × R, y > 0} is the upper

half space. Moreover, the Lie algebra Gσ acts trivially on hv,hφ , hence hv,hφ is constant

and φ ∈ HomG(FS)(V,A(C)). �

Given an automorphic representation π of G of weight 2, we denote by Lπ its
field of definition, namely, the minimal field with the property that there exists
an irreducible representation ρ of G(A∞F ) over Lπ such that ρ ⊗Lπ C ' π |G(A∞F ).
Observe that, since for any archimedean place not in ΣB the representation πσ is
trivial, the representation ρ can be seen as a representation of G(AΣB

F ) over Lπ. For
any S as above, and any G(ASF )-representation W over an extension k of Lπ, we
write

Wπ := HomG(ASF )(ρ |G(ASF ) ⊗Lπk,W ).

We denote by W (π) ⊆ W the isotypical component of π; that is, the image of the
elements of Wπ.
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2.2. Archimedean connection morphisms. Consider σ ∈ ΣB , a real archimedean
place at which B splits. Let Dσ be the (Gσ,Kσ)-module of discrete series of weight
2. Let I+

σ and I−σ be the (Gσ,Kσ)-modules defined in [Mol15, Appendix 2], which
sit in exact sequences:

(2.1) 0 −→ Dσ −→ I±σ −→ C(±1) −→ 0;

where C(−1) is C on which a matrix of G(Fσ) acts by the sign of its determinant,
and C(+1) = C with trivial action.

Choose a sign at each real place in ΣB ; equivalently choose a character

(2.2) λ : G(FΣB )/G(FΣB )+ → {±1}.
As above, we denote by S a finite set of places containing ΣB . Let V be a fi-
nite dimensional G(FSr{σ})-representation with associated

∏
τ∈ΣBr{σ}(Gτ ,Kτ ) ×

G(FSrΣB )-module V. Then (2.1) gives rise to an exact sequence

0 −→ AS(V ⊗ C(λ(σ)),C)
ιλ−→ AS(V ⊗ Iλ(σ)

σ ,C)
prλ−→ AS(V ⊗Dσ,C) −→ 0.

which induces, for each q ≥ 0, connection homomorphisms

δλ(σ)
σ : Hq(G(F ),AS(V ⊗Dσ,C)) −→ Hq+1(G(F ),AS(V ⊗ C(λ(σ)),C)).

2.3. Archimedean evaluation morphisms. Fix f±σ to be the weight 0 generator
of I±σ (see [Mol17, §1] for more details) mapping to 1 under (2.1), and let V and
V be as above. Any element of weight 0 in I±σ can be evaluated at elements in
∆σ = Div(H); this induces an evaluation morphism of G(F )+-modules

ev±σ : AS(V ⊗ I±σ ,C) −→ AS(V ⊗∆σ,C)

by means of the formula

ev±σ (ϕ)(g)(v ⊗ z) = ϕ(v ⊗ f±σ )(z, g), where z ∈ H, g ∈ G(ASF ), v ∈ V.

Write ∆0
σ = Div0(H), and note that the above evaluation map induces a morphism

of G(F )+-modules

ev±σ : AS(V ⊗Dσ,C)→AS(V ⊗∆0
σ,C)

which makes the following diagram of G(F )+-modules commutative:

0 // AS(V ⊗ C,C) //

id

��

AS(V ⊗ I±σ ,C) //

ev±σ
��

AS(V ⊗Dσ,C) //

ev±σ
��

0

0 // AS(V,C) // AS(V ⊗∆σ,C) // AS(V ⊗∆0
σ,C) // 0.

(2.3)

Here, the bottom exact sequence is induced by the exact sequence defining the
degree 0 divisors 0→∆0

σ→∆σ→Z→0.

2.4. Non-archimedean connection morphisms. From now on, we assume that
B is split at all places in S. Fix a non-archimedean place v ∈ S, and let ` : F×v →M
be a continuous homomorphism of topological abelian groups, which we write ad-
ditively. We denote by StMv be the Steinberg representation of G(Fv) over M ; that

is to say, StMv = C(P1(Fv),M)/M (the M -valued continuous functions of P1(Fv)
modulo constants). Following the ideas in [BG16] we define

E(`) = {(φ, y) ∈ C(G(Fv),M)× Z : φ (( s xo t ) g) = φ(g) + y`(t)}/(M, 0).

Then the projection onto the second component induces an exact sequence

0 −→ StMv −→ E(`) −→ Z −→ 0.(2.4)

The connection homomorphism in degree 0 is

δ0 : H0(G(Fv),Z) −→ H1(G(Fv),StMv ).
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Since G(Fv) acts trivially on Z we have that H0(G(Fv),Z) ' Z. We can thus

define c`,v ∈ H1(G(F ),StMv ) to be the image of δ0(1) under the restriction map

H1(G(Fv),StMv ) −→ H1(G(F )+,StMv ).
Now we consider the case where ` : F×v →Z is `(x) = ordv(x), and denote by

cord,v the cohomology class constructed above. Let V be a G(FSr{σ})-module over
Z. Then the cup product ∪cord,v provides a connection homomorphism

δord
v : Hq(G(F )+,AS(V ⊗ StZv ,Z)) −→ Hq+1(G(F )+,AS(V,Z)).

2.5. Non-archimedean evaluation morphisms. Let L be any non-trivial ex-
tension of Fv, and ` : L×→M a continuous homomorphism of topological abelian
groups. Let us consider the L-rational points of the v-adic upper half plane Hv =
Hv(L) = P1(L) r P1(Fv). Let ∆v = Div(Hv) and ∆0

v = Div0(Hv). We have a well
defined GL2(Fv)-invariant morphism

z 7−→ (fz, 1) : ∆v −→ E(`); where fz
(
a b
c d

)
= `(cz + d).(2.5)

Such morphism induces a morphism of G(F )-modules

ev`v : AS(X ⊗Z E(`),M) −→ AS(X ⊗Z ∆v,M),

for any G(F )-module X over Z. Similarly as before, the evaluation map induces a
G(F )-module morphism

ev`v : AS(X ⊗Z StMv ,M)→AS(X ⊗Z ∆0
v,M)

making following diagram of G(F )-modules commutative:

0 // AS(X ⊗Z M) //

id

��

AS(X ⊗Z E(`),M) //

ev`v
��

AS(X ⊗Z StMv ,M) //

ev`v
��

0

0 // AS(X ⊗Z M) // AS(X ⊗Z ∆v,M) // AS(X ⊗Z ∆0
v,M) // 0.

(2.6)

Here, as before, the bottom exact sequence is induced by the exact sequence defining
the degree 0 divisors 0→∆0

v→∆v→Z→0.

Remark 2.4. Let w 6∈ S be a non-archimedean prime at which B is split, and
denote by S′ = S ∪ {w}. Let Uw be the Hecke operator attached to the double
coset K0(w) ($ 0

0 1 )K0(w), where $ is a local uniformizer for w and K0(w) is the
usual open compact subgroup of matrices which are upper-triangular modulo $ at
w. Let M and N be Z-modules as above. We can consider the composition

Hr(G(F )+,AS(M,N))F
×
wK0(w),Uw

∼=−→ Hr(G(F )+,AS
′
(M ⊗ StZ, N))

cord−→ Hr+1(G(F )+,AS
′
(M,N)),

coming from the identification StZ = Coind
PGL(Fw)

K0(w)
1/(Uw − 1) and Remark 2.1. If

Hom(M,N) has the additional structure of an Lπ-module, the composition above
induces an isomorphism

Hr(G(F )+,AS(M,N))π ∼= Hr+1(G(F )+,AS
′
(M,N))π,

which is functorial in M and N .
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3. Automorphic periods and abelian varieties

In this section we define lattices of periods attached to weight 2 automorphic
representations. We conjecture that the tori (archimedean or non-archimedean)
attached to these lattices are in fact algebraic, and that they give a concrete form
of a conjecture formulated in [Tay95] by Taylor. At the end of the section we survey
the known cases of the conjecture.

Let π be an automorphic representation of G(AF ) of weight 2, and denote by
Π its Jacquet–Langlands lift to GL2(AF ). We continue to denote S a finite set of
split places containing ΣB , and assume furthermore that the local representation
at every finite place in S is Steinberg.

Let r = #S. Fix a place v ∈ S such that πv is either Steinberg (if v is non-
archimedean) or discrete series (and thus v real archimedean). Fix a character
λ : G(FΣB )/G(FΣB )+ → {±1} such that if v ∈ ΣB then λ(G(Fv)) = 1. For
a G(F )-module M there is a natural action of G(F )/G(F )+ on the cohomology
groups Hq(G(F )+,M), and we write Hq(G(F )+,M)λ for the subspace on which
G(F )/G(F )+ acts through λ. We also denote by λ− the character obtained from λ
by sending G(Fv) rG(Fv)

+ to −1 instead.

Proposition 3.1. Let Vv = StCv be the Steinberg representation if v is non-archimedean,
or Vv = Dv the discrete series representation if v is archimedean. Let δv be the con-
nection morphism δord

v if v is non-archimedean, or δ+
v if v is real archimedean. Then

δv induces an isomorphism

δv : Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(Vv,C))λπ
∼=−→ Hr(G(F )+,AS(C))λπ

of one-dimensional C-vector spaces.

Proof. If v is non-archimedean, this result is given in [Spi14, Lemma 5.2 (b)] for
G = GL2 over totally real fields F , but the proof can be extended to general F
and G. If v is archimedean, the result follows from the Generalized Eichler-Shimura
isomorphism [Hid94, Corollary 2.2], and the description of the Eichler-Shimura
isomorphism given in [Mol17, §2.1]. �

Definition 3.2. Let Lπ be the field of definition of π, and let Rπ be the ring of
integers of Lπ. Write

X := Hom(Rπ,Z),

which is a free Z-module of rank [Rπ : Z].

There is an isomorphism (see for example [Spi14, Proposition 4.6]))

Hr(G(F )+,AS(C))λ ∼= Hr(G(F )+,AS(Rπ))λ ⊗Rπ C,
so by Hecke theory there exists an element of Hr(G(F )+,AS(Rπ))λ generating
the subspace Hr(G(F )+,AS(Lπ))λ(π). Composition with the canonical morphism

Rπ→Hom(X,Z) provides an element φ̃ ∈ Hr(G(F )+,AS(X,Z))λπ.
Note that there is an isomorphism between

Hr(G(F )+,AS(Rπ))λ ⊗Q ∼= Hr(G(F )+,AS(X,Z))λ ⊗Q,
given by the natural isomorphism Lπ = Rπ ⊗Q→Hom(X,Z)⊗Q.

Proposition 3.3. Define Mv and Ov as:

• (Mv,Ov) = (StZv ,Z) if v is non-archimedean, and
• (Mv,Ov) = (Dv,C) if v is archimedean.

Then there exists a unique class

φ ∈ Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(X ⊗Mv,Ov))λ

such that δv(φ) = φ̃ and such that φ generates(
Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(X ⊗Mv,Ov))λ ⊗Rπ C

)
(π).
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Proof. Proposition 3.1 gives a class φ′ ∈ Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(Vv,C))λπ such that δv(φ
′) =

φ̃. The canonical isomorphism

Hom(X,Z)⊗Rπ C ∼= C

induces an isomorphism

Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(X ⊗Mv,Ov))⊗Rπ C ∼= Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(Vv,C)).

(In the non-archimedean case, we need to invoke [Geh, Proposition 4.9]). The result
follows from Hecke theory. �

Remark 3.4. The construction of the multiplicative integrals appearing in [Dar01]
allows for the definition of a morphism

Hom(StZv ,Z) −→ Hom(StL
×

v , L×)

that sends µ to the homomorphism f 7→ lim
U

∏
U∈U

f(tU )µ(U), where U runs over

coverings of P1(Fv) by open compacts whose diameter tends to 0 and tU is any
sample point in U . It gives rise to a natural G(F )-invariant morphism, sometimes
called multiplicative integral:

×
∫

: AS(X ⊗Z StZv ,Z) −→ AS(X ⊗Z StL
×

v , L×),

for any G(F )-module X over Z.

Note that there is a natural isomorphismAS(X⊗Z∆0
v,C×v ) ∼= AS(∆0

v,Hom(X,C×v )).
Therefore, we can consider the evaluation map

evv : Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(X ⊗Mv,Ov))λ −→ Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(∆0
v,Hom(X,C×v ))),

where evv is exp(ev+
v + ev−v ) if v is archimedean (we write exp(z) = e2πiz), and

otherwise evv is ev`v ◦×
∫

as in Remark 3.4 (with L = Cv and ` the identity on L×).
The image of φ under evv is a class

ψ ∈ Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(X ⊗Z ∆0,C×v )).

Consider the connection morphism

∂ : Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(∆0
v,Hom(X,C×v ))) −→ Hr(G(F )+,AS(Hom(X,C×v ))),

arising from the short exact sequence

0 −→ ∆0
v −→ ∆v

deg−→ Z −→ 0.(3.7)

Proposition 3.5. There exists a Rπ-invariant lattice Y ⊂ Hom(X,C×v ) of rank
[Rπ : Z] such that ∂(ψ) belongs to the image of the map

Hr(G(F )+,AS(Y ))⊗Q −→ Hr(G(F )+,AS(Hom(X,C×v )))⊗Q

induced by the inclusion.

Proof. Non-archimedean case: Suppose that v is non-archimedean. As proven
in [BG16, Equation (4.3)], there exists a “automorphic period” q = qπ,v ∈ F×v ⊗ZRπ,
which is unique up to torsion, such that

n(φ ∪ cord,v)⊗ q = n · ordv(q)

(
×
∫
φ

)
∪ cid,v

for sufficiently large n ∈ Z≥1. Here id : F×v → F×v is the identity map. We view q as
an element of Hom(X,F×v ) using the canonical injection F×v ⊗ZRπ ↪→ Hom(X,F×v ).
Finally, define Y ⊂ Hom(X,F×v ) as the Rπ-module generated by qπ,v. In [BG16,
Remark 4.7(iii)] the authors show that ord(qπ,v) 6= 0 (as an element of Rπ), and
thus that Y is indeed a lattice.
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The long exact sequences in cohomology obtained from the diagram in (2.6) yield
a commutative diagram

Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(X ⊗ StZv ,Z))
×
∫

(·)∪cid,v //

evv

��

Hr(G(F )+,AS(X,F×v ))

��
Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(∆0

v,Hom(X,C×v )))
∂ // Hr(G(F )+,AS(Hom(X,C×v ))).

This gives ∂(ψ) = ×
∫
φ ∪ cid,v. Therefore ∂(ψ) belongs to Hr(G(F )+,AS(Y )) ⊗ Q,

as sought.
Archimedean case: Suppose now that v is real archimedean. By (2.3), we have

(∂ ◦ ev+
v )(φ) = φ̃ ∈ Hr(G(F )+,AS(X,Z)).

Since exp(Z) = 1, we get

∂(ψ) = (∂◦evv)(φ) = exp
(
∂(ev+

v (φ)) + ∂(ev−v (φ))
)

= exp(∂(ev−v (φ)) = exp(δ−v (φ)).

Note that δ−v (φ) belongs to Hr(G(F )+,AS(X,C))(π)λ
−

. Since

Hr(G(F )+,AS(X,C)) = Hr(G(F )+,AS(Rπ))⊗Z C,

we can view δ−v (φ) as belonging to the latter cohomology group. By choosing a

generator ϕ of the π-isotypical component of Hr(G(F )+,AS(Rπ))(π)λ
−

, we may
write

δ−v (φ) = τ · ϕ, τ ∈ Rπ ⊗Z C ∼= C[Lπ : Z].

By identifying exp(τ) ∈ C×⊗ZRπ with an element of Hom(X,C×) using the canon-
ical injection Rπ⊗ZC ↪→ Hom(X,C) followed by exp, we define Y as the Rπ-module
that it generates. It is then clear that ∂(ψ) belongs to Hr(G(F )+,AS(Y )).

It remains to show that Y is indeed a lattice. Note that Y is exp(Rπ + τRπ),
so it is enough to show that Rπ + τRπ ⊆ Hom(X,C) is a lattice. We will prove a
slightly stronger fact, namely that τ belongs to Rπ ⊗ iR. By [Mol17, Lemma 2.2],
we have

(3.8) ∂±(φ) = ±∂±(φ̄).

Therefore we deduce

δ+
v φ = φ̃ = φ̃ = δ+

v φ = δ+
v φ,

and thus φ = φ. In the previous display, the second equality holds because conjuga-
tion in Hr(G(F )+,AS(Rπ)) ↪→ Hr(G(F )+,AS(Rπ) ⊗Rπ C) = Hr(G(F )+,AS(C))
happens only on the C-term.

Another application of Equation (3.8) yields

τ̄ϕ = τ̄ϕ = δ−v φ = −δ−v φ = −δ−v φ = −τϕ,

and so τ̄ = −τ , as wanted.
�

Write TY = Q⊗Z (Hom(X,C×v )/Y ), and consider the exact sequence

Hr−1
(
G(F )+,AS(∆v, TY )

)
−→ Hr−1

(
G(F )+,AS(∆0

v, TY )
)
−→ Hr

(
G(F )+,AS(TY )

)
arising again from (3.7). The previous proposition shows that there exists an ele-
ment

Ψ ∈ Hr−1
(
G(F )+,AS(∆v, TY )

)λ
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whose image in Hr−1
(
G(F )+,AS(∆0

v, TY )
)

coincides with the image of ψ under the
map induced from the quotient Hom(X,C×v )→TY , as illustrated in the following
diagram:

Hr−1
(
G(F )+,AS(∆v,Hom(X,C×v ))

)
//

��

Hr−1
(
G(F )+,AS(∆v, TY )

)
3 Ψ

��
ψ ∈ Hr−1

(
G(F )+,AS(∆0

v,Hom(X,C×v ))
)

//

∂

��

Hr−1
(
G(F )+,AS(∆0

v, TY )
)

∂

��
Hr
(
G(F )+,AS(Hom(X,C×v ))

)
// Hr

(
G(F )+,AS(TY )

)
.

Note that the previous construction can be carried out on the π-components,
since all the maps in sight respect the G(ASF )-action. Therefore we may and do
assume that Ψ generates Hr−1

(
G(F )+,AS(∆v, TY )

)
(π). The following Lemma

ensures unicity of such a Ψ.

Lemma 3.6. Hr−1(G(F )+,ASf (TY ))π = 0.

Proof. Note that TY is a Lπ-vector space, thus the result follows from the fact that
Hr−1(G(F )+,ASf (Lπ))π is zero since, by Proposition 3.1, r is the lowest cohomology
group where π appears. �

Recall the variety AΠ/F alluded to in the introduction, which is conjecturally
attached to Π (cf. [Tay95]). In general AΠ is expected to have dimension [LΠ : Q]
and to satisfy that End(AΠ ⊗ Q̄)⊗Q ' LΠ. However, when F is totally imaginary
then it can also be the case that dimAΠ = 2[LΠ : Q] and End(AΠ ⊗ Q̄) ⊗ Q ' D,
for some quaternion division algebra with center LΠ. If LΠ is totally real, the
arguments of [GM16, §2] rule out this case under our running assumption that
there exists at least one place v at which Π is Steinberg or discrete series. Since in
the present article we are allowing ωΠ to be non-trivial, LΠ can also be a CM field
in our setting, but the arguments of [GM16, §2] can be easily adapted to treat also
this case.

To begin with, if v is archimedean then by assumption v is real and therefore AΠ

has dimension [LΠ : Q] in this case. Suppose now that v is non-archimedean, and
that dimAΠ = 2[LΠ : Q] and End(AΠ⊗Q̄)⊗Q ' D is a quaternion algebra as above.
Then we can find a field K of degree dimAΠ such that K ↪→ End(AΠ ⊗ Q̄) ⊗ Q.
We are assuming that v divides exactly the level of the newform associated to Π, so
that the conductor of AΠ is divisible exactly by vdimAΠ . Now a similar argument to
that in [GM16, Proposition 2.4] shows that AΠ has purely multiplicative reduction
at v. Indeed, [GM16, Proposition 2.4] proves this assertion if K is totally real but
this assumption is only used to deduce that the determinant of (one of the factors
of) the `-adic representation of VΠ is the cyclotomic character; in our situation, and
according to the properties that one expects for the conjectural Galois representa-
tion attached to Π, the determinant equals the product of the cyclotomic character
with the central character ωΠ, which by assumption is also unramified at v and
therefore the rest of the argument applies without change. Finally, note that if LΠ

is a CM field then D is totally indefinite, and one can see as in the proof of [GM16,
Proposition 2.2] that A has potentially good reduction at v, which gives then a
contradiction.

Remark 3.7. To sum up the previous discussion, we record that under our running
assumptions AΠ is always of dimension [LΠ : Q]; moreover, if v is non-archimedean
then AΠ has purely multiplicative reduction at v and therefore it admits a v-adic
uniformization.
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Conjecture 3.8. There equists a Rπ-equivariant isogeny between Hom(X,C×v )/Y
and AΠ/Cv.

This conjecture is known to hold for totally real base fields F , in certain cases:

• When ΣB = {v} Conjecture 3.8 is known: thanks to Remark 2.4, it is
enough to consider in this case the situation S = ΣB , and then this is the
statement of the Eichler–Shimura isomorphism in the setting of Shimura
curves. See for instance [Mol15, §4.1].

• When v is archimedean, B = M2(F ) for a real quadratic F and π is the
base-change of a modular form of weight 2 with quadratic Hecke field, then
Conjecture 3.8 is a result of Oda, see [Oda82, Main Theorem B].

• Under certain hypothesis (“SNV”), and when v = p is a finite prime of prime
norm p satisfying that π is ordinary at all primes dividing p, and that it
admits a Jacquet–Langlands lift to a totally-definite quaternion algebra,
then the conjecture follows from [Geh17, Theorem B] and [BG16, Theorem
4.9], which strengthen the results of [Dar01] and [Spi14] in this direction.

For the rest of the paper, we assume that Conjecture 3.8 holds. Therefore we
will regard Ψ as an element of

Ψ = Ψλ ∈ Hr−1
(
G(F )+,AS(∆v, AΠ(Cv)⊗Q)

)λ
π
.(3.9)

4. Darmon points

The goal of this section is to introduce a family of points attached to optimal
embeddings of quadratic extensions K of our base field F . These generalize all
known constructions of the so-called “Darmon points”, as treated in [GMS15]. In
addition to their algebricity and a Shimura reciprocity law, we have not been able
to resist the temptation to conjecture a Gross–Zagier-type formula as well. We hope
that further experiments will provide evidence for the validity of such formula in
our setting.

4.1. Automorphic cohomology classes. Let Π be a cuspidal automorphic rep-
resentation of GL2(F ) of parallel weight 2 and let K be a quadratic extension of F .
Define Σns as

Σns := {w | ∞; w does not split in K},
and choose a set of finite places

Sns ⊆ {w -∞; w does not split in K and πw is Steinberg}.
Let us assume that the cardinality of Σns ∪ Sns is odd. Fix v ∈ Σns ∪ Sns and let G
be the multiplicative group of a quaternion algebra B over F with ramification set
(Σns∪Sns)r{v}. Fix a splitting ιv : B ↪→M2(Fv). Let π be the Jacquet-Langlands
transfer of Π to G, which exists by our choice of ramified places in B. Let

Σs := {w | ∞; w splits in K},
and choose a set of finite places

Ss ⊆ {w -∞; w splits in K and πw is Steinberg}.
Fix also an embedding ψ : K ↪→ B, which will allow us to identify K with its

image by ψ in B. We will write K+ ⊂ K× for the intersection K+ = K× ∩G(F )+.
Let S = Σs∪Ss∪{v}, and choose a character λ : K×/K+→{±1} which is equivalent,
via ψ, to a character of G(FΣB )/G(FΣB )+. In (3.9) we have attached to such a
character and to the representation π an element Ψ = Ψλ in

Hr−1
(
G(F )+,AS(∆v, AΠ(Cv)⊗Q)

)λ
π
.

Let z ∈ ∆v be the unique element fixed by K× such that ιv(x)(z, 1)t = x(z, 1)t

for all x ∈ K.
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Lemma 4.1. For an abelian group M we have a natural G(F )+-equivariant iso-
morphism

ρ : AS(Z[G(F )+/K+],M) −→ CoInd
G(F )+

K+ AS(M).

Proof. By definition, the left-hand side is the module whose elements are

AS(Z[G(F )+/K+],M) = {f : Z[G(F )+/K+]×G(ASF )→M : f is continuous}
and the right-hand side consists of elements

CoInd
G(F )+

K+ AS(M) = {F : G(F )+×G(ASF )→M : F (kγ, g) = F (γ, k−1g) : F is continuous}.
The isomorphism ρ is then given by

ρ(f)(γ, g) = f(γ−1, γ−1g), ρ−1(F )(γ, g) = F (γ−1, γ−1g).

One easily checks that this is indeed G(F )+-equivariant. �

Notice that Z[G(F )+/K+] ' Z[G(F )+z] ⊂ ∆v. Hence if we restrict Ψ to
Z[G(F )+z] we obtain

ΨK ∈ Hr−1(G(F )+,AS(Z[G(F )+/K+], AΠ(Cv)⊗Q))λπ

' Hr−1(G(F )+,CoInd
G(F )+

K+ AS(AΠ(Cv)⊗Q))λπ

' Hr−1(K+,AS(AΠ(Cv)⊗Q))λπ,

where the last equality has been obtained by Shapiro’s Lemma.

4.2. Homology classes arising from class field theory. Write T the algebraic
group associated to K×/F×, namely T (R) = (K ⊗F R)×/(R)×, for any F -algebra
R. Write also T (F )+ = K+/F×.

Let O = OS be a maximal compact subgroup of T (ASF ), and let Γ be the intersec-
tion T (F )+∩O. The class group (T (F )+O)\T (ASF ) is finite, and we let {gi}i=1,...,h

be a system of coset representatives. This choice of representatives gives rise to a
fundamental domain F for O\T (ASF ) under the action of Γ\T (F )+, satisfying

F =

h∐
i=1

giO ⊂ T (ASF ).

The goal of this § is to define a natural homology class

ξ ∈ Hr−1(T (F )+, C0
c (T (ASF ),Z)).

By Shapiro, this group is isomorphic to

Hr−1(Γ, C(F ,Z)),

so we will instead construct a class in this latter group.
Consider first the group Hr−1(Γ,Z). The group Γ is the group of relative S-

units of K and, since all places of S except v are split in K, the group Γ has rank
#S − 1 = r − 1. If r = 1, we choose ζ ∈ H0(Γ,Z) = Z to be a generator (there
are only two of them). If r > 1, we choose ζ ∈ Hr−1(Γ,Z) to be a preimage of a
generator of Hr−1(Γ/torsion,Z).

On the other hand, the characteristic function 1F on F gives rise to a generator
of

H0(Γ, C(F ,Z)).

The cap product ζ∩1F is the sought class in Hr−1(Γ, C(F ,Z)). See [BG16, Section
1.1] for a similar construction.

Let Kab
S be the maximal abelian extension of K which is unramified and totally

split at the primes of S, and let G = Gal(Kab
S /K). By Class Field Theory, the Artin

map factors through

A×K/K
× −→

(
K×/K+

)
×
(
(ASK)×/K+

) ρK−→ G.
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Hence by means of ρK , we can identify

C(G, Q̄) '
⊕

β : K×/K+→{±1}

H0(K+, C((ASK)×/U, Q̄)),(4.10)

where U ⊂ (ASK)× is (ASK)× ∩K×∞.

4.3. Construction of points. Note that the product provides a well defined K+-
equivariant pairing

(4.11) Cc(T (ASF ),Z)× C((ASK)×, Q̄) −→ CFc ((ASK)×, Q̄),

where CFc ((ASK)×, Q̄) is the subset of functions f ∈ C((ASK)×, Q̄) with compact
support modulo (ASF )×, namely Supp(f)(ASF )×/(ASF )× is compact in T (ASF ).

There is a T (F )-invariant pairing

〈 , 〉 : CFc ((ASK)×, Q̄)×AS(AΠ(Cv)⊗Q) −→ AΠ(Cv)⊗Lπ Q̄,(4.12)

given by

〈f, ψ〉 =

∫
(ASK)×

f(t)ψ(t)dt×

where dt× is the Haar measure normalized to give volume 1 to the maximal com-
pact subgroup of (ASK)×. Observe that since f is locally constant and compactly
supported modulo (ASF )×, the integral is actually a finite sum. This induces, by
cap product, a pairing

Hr−1(K+, CFc ((ASK)×, Q̄))×Hr−1(K+,AS(AΠ(Cv)⊗Q))
〈〈·,·〉〉−→ AΠ(Cv)⊗Lπ Q̄.

Definition 4.2. Given χ ∈ C(G, Q̄), denote by χλ ∈ H0(K+, C(T (AS), Q̄) its λ-
component as in Equation (4.10). For f ∈ ρ|G(AS), we define the Darmon point

Pλ(χ, f) ∈ AΠ(Cv)⊗Lπ Q̄ as

Pλ(χ, f) = 〈〈ξ ∩ χλ,ΨK(f)〉〉,

where the cap product arises from the pairing in Equation (4.11).

Conjecture 4.3. (1) (Rationality) Pλ(χ, f) belongs to AΠ(Kac
S )⊗Lπ Q̄.

(2) (Reciprocity law) For any σ ∈ G the Galois action on Pλ(χ, f) is given by

Pλ(χ, f)σ = Pλ(χσ, f),

where χσ(γ) = χ(σ−1γ).
(3) (Gross–Zagier-type formula) For any finite character χ ∈ C(G, Q̄) such that

χ ◦ ρK |K×/K+
= λ, one has

〈Pλ(χ, f), Pλ(χ, g)〉NT = c · L′(1/2, π, χ) ·
∏
u6∈S

απu,χu(fu ⊗ gu),

where 〈 , 〉NT is the canonical Neron–Tate height pairing on AΠ, the quan-
tity c is a positive constant that depends on the various choices made in the
construction, and απu,χu(fu ⊗ gu) is as defined in [Zha01].

5. Appendix: Comparison with classical Heegner points

We assume that F is a totally real number field and K/F is a totally imaginary
quadratic extension. Thus, with the notation of §4, we have that Σns = {w | ∞}.
We choose a set of finite places Sns as in §4 such that the cardinality of Σns ∪ Sns

is odd. We will proceed to compare the construction given above to the classical
constructions of Heegner points.
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5.1. Archimedean uniformization of Heegner points. We choose v ∈ Σns and
let G be the multiplicative group of the quaternion algebra with ramification set
(Σns ∪ Sns) r {v}. Let π be the Jacquet-Langlands lift to G of the parallel weight
2 cuspidal automorphic representation Π. Note that, in this case, there is only one
possible choice of signs λ, and π |G(A∞F ) is generated by φ ∈ H0(G(F ),Av(X ⊗
Dv,C))U where, as above, X = Hom(Rπ,Z) and U ⊂ G(A∞F ) is an open compact
subgroup. Since X ⊗ C ' Hom(Lπ,C), we have an isomorphism

H0(G(F ),Av(X ⊗Dv,C)) −→
∏

σ:Lπ↪→C
H0(G(F ),Av(Dv,C)); φ 7−→ (φσ)σ,

where φσ(f) = φ(σ ⊗ f), for all f ∈ Dv. Each φσ provides an holomorphic dif-
ferential form ωσ of a Shimura curve XU/F , whose set of C-valued points is in
correspondence with the double coset space

(5.13) XU (C) = G(F )+\H ×G(A∞)/U =
⊔

γ∈G(F )+\G(A∞)/U

Γγ\H,

where Γγ = γUγ−1 ∩G(F )+. More explicitly, ωσ(γ, z) = (2πif2)−1φσ(f2)(gv, γ)dz,
where gv ∈ G(Fv) satisfies gvi = z ∈ H, and f2 ∈ Dv is the holomorphic vec-
tor f2

(
a b
c d

)
= (ad − cb)(ci + d)−2. By [Mol17, Theorem 2.4], the connection

homomorphisms

H0(G(F ),Av(X ⊗Dv,C))

'
��

δ±v // H1(G(F )+,Av(X,C))

'
��∏

σ:Lπ↪→CH
0(G(F ),Av(Dv,C))

(δ±σ )σ // ∏
σ:Lπ↪→CH

1(G(F )+,Av(C))

sends (φσ)σ to the classes (δ±σ (φ))σ defined by the cocycle

λ 7−→ cλ(γ) =

∫ z0

λz0

ωσ(γ, z)±
∫ z0

λz0

ωσ(γ, z), λ ∈ Γγ .

We can identify H1(G(F )+,Av(C))UG(F∞rv) =
⊕

γ∈G(F )+\G(A∞)/U H
1(Γγ ,C) with

the singular cohomology of XU , hence the morphism δ+
σ + δ−σ provides the compar-

ison isomorphism between singular and deRham cohomologies.
If we assume that the differentials ωσ are defined over F , then we have that

δ±v (φ) = Ω±φ̃±, where φ± ∈ H1(G(F )+,Av(X,Z))± are modular symbols in the
±1-component under the action of complex conjugation, and Ω± ∈ Rπ ⊗Z C.
Following the construction of Proposition 3.5, the lattice of the abelian variety
AΠ in this case is Y = Rπ + τRπ, where τ = Ω−(Ω+)−1, which is commen-
surable to Ω+Rπ + Ω−Rπ ↪→ Hom(X,C). It is clear that the complex torus
Hom(X,C)/ (Ω+Rπ + Ω−Rπ) defines AΠ by the previous description of δ±σ , hence
Conjeture 3.8 holds in this case (see [Mol15, §5.3].

By [Mol15, §4.1], the evaluation morphisms

H0(G(F ),Av(X ⊗Dv,C))

'
��

ev±v // H0(G(F )+,Av(X ⊗∆0
v,C))

'
��∏

σ:Lπ↪→CH
0(G(F ),Av(Dv,C))

(ev±σ )σ// ∏
σ:Lπ↪→CH

0(G(F )+,Av(∆0
v,C))

satisfy

(ev+
σ + ev−σ )(φσ)(z1 − z2)(γ) =

∫ z1

z2

ωσ(γ, z), z1, z2 ∈ H.

This implies that a pre-image modulo Y in H0(G(F )+,Av(∆v, AΠ(C))) can be
chosen to be (z, gv) 7→ Φ([z, ι∞(gv)U ]), where ι∞ : G(Av)→ G(A∞) is the natural
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projection, [z, ι∞(gv)U ] ∈ XU (C) is the corresponding point in the Shimura curve
provided by the double coset space description (5.13), and

Φ : XU (C) −→ Jac(XU )(C) −→ AΠ(C),

is the modular parametrization over F given by a suitable multiple of the Hodge
class. This defines an element (see [Mol15, §5.3])

Ψ ∈ H0(G(F )+,Av(∆v, AΠ(C)⊗Q))π; Ψ(φ)(z, gv) = Φ([z, ι∞(gv)U ]).

Evaluating at zK ∈ H, the unique element fixed by K×, we obtain

ΨK ∈ H0(K×,Av(AΠ(C)⊗Q))π; ΨK(φ)(gv) = Φ([zK , ι
∞(gv)U ]).

Shimura’s reciprocity law asserts that [zK , ι
∞(gv)U ] ∈ XU (Kab) and

[zK , ι
∞(gv)U ]ρK(k) = [zK , kι

∞(gv)U ], k ∈ (A∞K )×/K×,

where ρK : (A∞K )×/K× → Gal(Kab/K) is the Artin map.
Notice that, in this case, the homology class ξ ∈ H0(K×, C0

c (T (AvF ),Z)) is the
class of the characteristic function 1F ∈ C0

c (T (AvF ),Z)). Thus, for f = hvφ with
hv ∈ G(Av) and χ ∈ C(G, Q̄)

P (χ, f) =

∫
F
χ(ρK(t))ΨK(hvφ)(t)dt× =

∫
(A∞K )×/K×

χ(ρK(t))Φ([zK , tι
∞(h)U ])dt×.

We conclude that parts (1) and (2) of Conjecture 4.3 are true in this case and follow
from Shimura’s reciprocity law. Moreover, part (3) also holds by the Gross-Zagier-
Zhang formula [YZZ13, Theorem 1.3.1].

5.2. Non-archimedean uniformization of Heegner points. Let v′ ∈ Sns be a
finite prime of F . By the choice of Sns, we have that

• Πv′ is Steinberg.
• v′ does not split in K.

Let G′ be the multiplicative group of the quaternion algebra with ramification
set (Σns ∪ Sns) r {v′}. By the Cerednik-Drinfeld uniformization of the Shimura
curve XU , we have that

(5.14) XU (Kv′) = G′(F )\Hv′ ×G(A∞,v
′

F )/Uv
′

=
⊔

γ∈G′(F )\G(A∞,v′ )/Uv′
Γ′γ\Hv′ ;

where Hv′ = Hv′(Kv′) = P1(Kv) r P1(Fv′), U
v′ := U ∩ G(A∞,v

′

F ) and Γ′γ =

γUv
′
γ−1 ∩G′(F ). By [BG16, Theorem 4.9], the Jacobian of XU satisfies

Jac(XU )(Kv′) =
⊕

γ∈G′(F )\G(A∞,v′ )/Uv′
H1(Γ′γ ,K

×
v′)/LΓ′γ

,

where LΓ′γ
is the image of the map

H0(Γ′γ ,Hom(StZv′ ,Z)) −→ H0(Γ′γ ,Hom(St
K×
v′

v′ ,K×v′)) −→ H1(Γ′γ ,K
×
v′)

given by Remark 3.4 and the cup product by cid,v′ . Since⊕
γ∈G′(F )\G(A∞,v′ )/Uv′

H1(Γ′γ ,K
×
v′) = H1(G′(F ),Av

′
(K×v′))

Uv
′
G(F∞), and

⊕
γ∈G′(F )\G(A∞,v′ )/Uv′

H0(Γ′γ ,Hom(StZv′ ,Z)) = H0(G′(F ),Av
′
(StZv′ ,Z))U

v′G(F∞),

we deduce that there is a Hecke equivariant isogeny between Jac(XU )(Kv′) and the
cokernel of the morphism
(5.15)

×
∫

(·) ∪ cid,v′ : H0(G′(F ),Av
′
(StZv′ ,Z))U

v′G(F∞) −→ H1(G′(F ),Av
′
(K×v′))

Uv
′
G(F∞).
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The automorphic form in H0(G′(F ),Av′(StZv′ , Rπ))U
v′G(F∞) generating π |

G(A∞,v
′

F )
,

defines φ′ ∈ H0(G′(F ),Av′(X ⊗ StZv′ ,Z))U
v′G(F∞). Since X is a free Z-module

of rank [Rπ : Z], φ′ gives rise to a Z-module in H0(G′(F ),Av′(StZv′ ,Z))U
v′G(F∞)

of rank [Rπ : Z]. This module is generated by [Rπ : Z] harmonic cocycles φ′i ∈
H0(G′(F ),Av′(StZv′ ,Z)) obtained from a choice of a basis of X. The image of this
module through (5.15) defines the lattice of AΠ, thus Conjecture 3.8 also holds in
this setting.

The evaluation morphism evv′ provides ψ ∈ H0(G′(F ),Av′(X ⊗ ∆0,K×v′)) ob-
tained, for a given basis of X, by means of the multiplicative integrals

(z1 − z2) 7−→
(
×
∫ z1

z2

φ′i

)
i

This implies again that a pre-image modulo Y in H0(G′(F ),Av′(∆v, AΠ(Kv′))) can

be chosen to be (z, gv
′
) 7→ Φ([z, ι∞(gv

′
)Uv

′
]), where ι∞ : G(Av′)→ G(A∞,v′) is the

natural projection, and [z, ι∞(gv)Uv
′
] ∈ XU (Kv′) is the corresponding point in the

Shimura curve provided by the double coset space description (5.14).
Evaluating at zK ∈ Hv′ fixed by K× as above, we obtain

Ψ′K ∈ H0(K×,Av
′
(AΠ(Kv′)⊗Q))π; Ψ′K(φ)(gv

′
) = Φ([zK , ι

∞(gv
′
)Uv

′
]),

whose image it the set of p-adic uniformizated Heegner points. Parts (1) and (2) of
Conjecture 4.3 are well known in this case (see [BD97, Lemma 4.2]), and part (3)
follows from the classical Gross-Zagier formula.
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